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“The major goal of the Cold War mind control programs was to create
dissociative symptoms and disorders, including full multiple personality
disorder. The Manchurian Candidate is fact, not fiction, and was created
by the CIA in the 1950’s under BLUEBIRD and ARTICHOKE mind control
programs. Experiments with LSD, sensory deprivation,
electro-convulsive treatment, brain electrode implants and hypnosis
were designed to create amnesia, depersonalization, changes in identity
and altered states of consciousness. (p. iii)
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“Denial of the reality of multiple personality by these doctors [See page
114 for names] in the mind control network, who are also on the FMSF
[False Memory Syndrome Foundation] Scientific and Professional
Advisory Board, could be disinformation. The disinformation could be
amplified by attacks on specialists in multiple personality as CIA
conspiracy lunatics” (P.10)
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“If clinical multiple personality is buried and forgotten, then the
Manchurian Candidate Programs will be safe from public scrutiny.
(p.141)”
― Colin A. Ross, Bluebird : Deliberate Crea!on of Mul!ple Personality by
Psychiatrists
tags: abuse, amnesia, ar!choke, bluebird, cia, cold-war, conspiracy, conspiracy-of-silence, cover-up,
covernment-conspiracy, disinforma!on, dissocia!on, dissocia!ve-amnesia, dissocia!ve-disorder,
dissocia!ve-iden!ty-disorder, ect, false-memory-syndrome-founda!on, fmsf, government-abuse, humanexperimenta!on, hypnosis, lsd, malprac!ce, manchurian-candidate, mind-control, misinforma!on, mul!plepersonality, mul!ple-personality-disorder, psychiatrists, psychological-abuse, ritual-abuse, sensorydepriva!on
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“There have been extensive human rights violations by American
psychiatrists over the last 70 years. These doctors were pad by the
American taxpayer through CIA and military contracts. It is past time for
these abuses to stop, it is past time for a reckoning, and it is past time
for individual doctors to be held accountable.
The Manchurian Candidate Programs are of much more than "historical"
interest. ARTICHOKE, BLUEBIRD, MKULTRA and MKSEARCH are
precursors of mind control programs that are operational in the twenty
first century. Human rights violations by psychiatrists must be ongoing
in programs like COPPER GREEN, the interrogation program at Abu
Ghraib prison in Iraq. Such programs must be carried out within CIA
units like Task Force 121 (The Dallas Morning News, December 1, 2004,
p. 1A). Information pointing to ongoing human rights violations by
psychiatrists is available in publications like The New Yorker (see article
by Seymour M. Hersh, May 24, 2004). Yes the indifference, silence,
denial, and disinformation of organized medicine and psychiatry
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continue. One purpose of The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Violations By
American Psychiatrists is to break that silence.”
― Colin A. Ross, The C.I.A. Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons by American
Psychiatrists
tags: abu-ghraib, abuse, ar!choke, bluebird, cia, copper-green, criminal, denial, disinforma!on, doctors,
doctors-who-kill, human-experimenta!on, human-rights, human-rights-viola!ons, manchurian-candidate,
mind-control, mkultra, psychiatrists, psychiatry, ritual-abuse, silence, society-denial, torture
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“Dr. Louis Jolyon “Jolly” West was born in New York City on October 6,
1924. He died of cancer on January 2, 1999. Dr. West served in the U.S.
Army during
World War II and received his M.D. from the University of Minnesota in
1948, prior to Air Force LSD and MKULTRA contracts carried out there.
He did his psychiatry residency from 1949 to 1952 at Cornell (an
MKULTRA Institution and site of the MKULTRA cutout The Human
Ecology Foundation). From 1948 to 1956 he was Chief, Psychiatry
Service, 3700th USAF Hospital, Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio,
Texas Psychiatrist-in-Chief, University of Oklahoma Consultant in
Psychiatry, Oklahoma City Veterans Administration Hospital Consultant
in Psychiatry. [...]
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Dr. West was co-editor of a book entitled Hallucinations, Behavior,
Experience, and Theory[285]. One of the contributors to this book,
Theodore Sarbin, Ph.D., is a member of the Scientific and Professional
Advisory Board of the False Memory Syndrome Foundation (FMSF).
Other members of the FMSF Board include Dr. Martin Orne, Dr. Margaret
Singer, Dr. Richard Ofshe, Dr. Paul McHugh, Dr. David Dinges, Dr.
Harold Lief, Emily Carota Orne, and Dr. Michael Persinger. The
connections of these individuals to the mind control network are
analyzed in this and the next two chapters. Dr. Sarbin[272] (see Ross,
1997) believes that multiple personality disorder is almost always a
therapist-created artifact and does not exist as a naturally-occurring
disorder, a view adhered to by Dr. McHugh[188], [189], Dr. Ofshe[213]
and other members of the FMSF Board[191], [243].
Dr. Ofshe is a colleague and co-author of Dr. Singer[214], who is in turn
a colleague and co-author of Dr. West[329]. Denial of the reality of
multiple personality by these doctors in the mind control network, who
are also on the FMSF Scientific and
Professional Advisory Board, could be disinformation. The
disinformation could be amplified by attacks on specialists in multiple
personality as CIA conspiracy lunatics[3], [79], [191], [213].
The FMSF is the only organization in the world that has attacked the
reality of multiple personality in an organized, systematic fashion.
FMSF Professional and Advisory Board Members publish most of the
articles and letters to editors of psychiatry journals hostile to multiple
personality disorder.”
― Colin A. Ross, The C.I.A. Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons by American
Psychiatrists
tags: abusive, child-abuse, cia, denial, dissocia!ve-iden!ty-disorder, ethics, false-memory-syndromefounda!on, fmsf, government-abuse, lies, military-abuse, misinforma!on, mkultra, mul!ple-personalitydisorder, ritual-abuse
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“Dr. Lois Jolyon West was cleared at Top Secret for his work on
MKULTRA.
West's numerous connections to the mind control network illustrate
how the network is maintained, not through any central conspiracy, but
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by an interlocking network of academic relationships, grants,
conferences, and military appointments. Some doctors in the network
were not funded directly by the CIA or military, but their work was of
direct relevance to mind control, non-lethal weapons development,
creation of controlled dissociation and the building of Manchurian
Candidates.”
― Colin A. Ross, The C.I.A. Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons by American
Psychiatrists
tags: abusive, child-abuse, cia, denial, dissocia!ve-iden!ty-disorder, ethics, false-memory-syndromefounda!on, fmsf, government-abuse, lies, military-abuse, misinforma!on, mkultra, mul!ple-personalitydisorder, ritual-abuse
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“A list of equipment purchased under MKULTRA Subproject 49 includes
“I shock stimulator.” Whether the shock stimulator was used as a
conditioning tool, to check for hypnotic resistance to pain, or to
determine whether a hypnotic subject can perform under stress, is
unknown.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“The best way to deal with programming is to understand its function
and meaning inside the patient, to deal with the underlying psychology,
and not to address the programming directly in any technical sense.
When the necessary work has been done, the programing loses its power
and evaporates. Whenever I hear about a therapy in which special hand
signals, accessing codes, elaborate hypnotic induction rituals, excessive
dependence on ideomotor signals, voluntary restraints, or other
extraordinary techniques are required, I always suspect that the therapy
is counterproductive. This is no different from being suspicious about a
general adult in-patient practice in which almost every patient gets a
course of twenty electro-convulsive treatments: the problem is not with
the electro-convulsive therapy as such, which can be a humane
treatment method, but with its misapplication.
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Another problem with the deprogramming model is that it increases the
disrespect of skeptical mental-health professionals for the dissociativedisorders field since there is no essential reason to adopt the term
‘programming' because it carries no specific treatment meaning, even
minor political costs of the term outweigh any possible beneﬁts of
retaining it. Many patients view their programming as literally and
concretely a foreign entity inserted into their psyches, a cognitive error I
attack through direct education and common sense.”
― Colin A. Ross, Satanic Ritual Abuse
tags: cogni!ve-errors, deprogramming, dissocia!ve-disorders, mental-health-bias, mental-health-s!gma,
mind-control, mind-control-programming, programming, ritual-abuse, ritual-abuse-myth, ritualis!c-abuse,
satanic-ritual-abuse, skep!cism, sra
0 likes

“Biological warfare (BW) and chemical warfare (CW) research was run
out of Edgeware Arsenal but also involved testing in many other
locations including Dugway Proving Ground, Utah. As in the radiation
experiments described in an earlier chapter, BW/CW research involved
releasing bacteria, fungi and viruses into general population areas. The
bacterium Serratia marascens was released in many locations including
New York (June 7-10, 1966), San Francisco (September, 1950), and
Pennsylvania State Highway #16 westward for one mile from Benchmark
#193 (January 7, 1955). Other infectious agents released into civilian
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populations included Aspergillus fumigatus and Bacillus globigii.”
― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
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“AR 601-210 was necessary because conscientious objectors could not
enlist as medical experiment volunteers when there was no active draft
program, according to prior Army regulations. This meant that the
supply of WHITECOAT volunteers was cut off at the end of the Vietnam
War.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“Subjects in the experiments were sometimes unwitting civilians. At
other times they were soldiers, prisoners, mental patients, sex
offenders, cancer patients and other individuals who were unwitting, or
who could not give meaningful informed consent.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“The Tuskeegee Syphilis Study is relevant to mind control in several
ways. It establishes that a large network of doctors and organizations
were willing to participate in, fund and condone grossly unethical
medical experimentation into the 1970’s. This is the general setting for
psychiatric participation in mind control and creation of the Manchurian
Candidate.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“The Study proves that such experiments resulted in serious damage to
study subjects and their children. Finally, the Tuskeegee Syphilis Study
proves that considerable external pressure is often required before the
medical profession takes the necessary action to terminate such
experimentation.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“The radiation experiments are part of the climate and historical
background for mind control experimentation.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“Responsibility for the unethical experimentation lies first with the
individual doctors, but also collectively with the medical profession as a
whole, and with academia as a whole.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“The medical profession and the leading academic institutions where
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mind control research was done have not yet provided a meaningful
public accounting, financial or ethical, of this experimentation.”
― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“involved direct experimentation on children without informed consent
being given by their parents or guardians. In the case of the Tuskeegee
Study, children were harmed by preventable congenital syphilis. In the
radiation experiments they were harmed through direct exposure after
birth or in utero exposure during experiments on their mothers.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“Chief, Medical Staff, Technical Services Division, CIA responded, “I
imagine the only reason would have been concern for broadening
awareness of its existence.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
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“within the CIA and its independence from supervision by the regular
chain of command within the clandestine services made it possible for
the activities of the Operation to stray over the bounds of the Agency’s
authority without the knowledge of senior officials.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
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“senior administrators within the CIA participated in plausible denial
and other disinformation and cover-up strategies concerning CIA
operations run on U.S. soil. Like”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
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“Team within the United States, such operations had to be kept secret
because the CIA was prohibited by its Charter from carrying out
operations in the United States.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“[ Dr. Lois Jolyon West was cleared at Top Secret for his work on
MKULTRA. ]
Dr. Michael Persinger [235], another FSMF Board Member, is the author
of a paper entitled “Elicitation of 'Childhood Memories' in HypnosisLike Settings Is Associated With Complex Partial Epileptic-Like Signs
For Women But Not for Men: the False Memory Syndrome.” In the paper
Perceptual and Motor Skills,In the paper, Dr. Persinger writes:
On the day of the experiment each subject (not more than two were
tested per day) was asked to sit quietly in an acoustic chamber and was
told that the procedure was an experiment in relaxation. The subject
wore goggles and a modified motorcycle helmet through which 10-
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milligauss (1 microTesla) magnetic fields were applied through the
temporal plane. Except for a weak red (photographic developing) light,
the room was dark. Dr. Persinger's research on the ability of magnetic
fields to facilitate the creation of false memories and altered states of
consciousness is apparently funded by the Defense Intelligence Agency
through the project cryptonym SLEEPING BEAUTY. Freedom of
Information Act requests concerning SLEEPING BEAUTY with a number
of different intelligence agencies including the CIA and DEA has yielded
denial that such a program exists. Certainly, such work would be of
direct interest to BLUEBIRD, ARTICHOKE, MKULTRA and other nonlethal weapons programs. Schnabel [280] lists Dr. Persinger as an
Interview Source in his book on remote viewing operations conducted
under Stargate, Grill Flame and other cryptonyms at Fort Meade and on
contract to the Stanford Research Institute. Schnabel states Schnabel
states (p. 220) that, “As one of the Pentagon's top scientists, Vorona was
privy to some of the strangest, most secret research projects ever
conceived. Grill Flame was just one. Another was code-named Sleeping
Beauty; it was a most secret research projects ever conceived. Grill Flame
was just one. Another was code-named Sleeping Beauty; it was a
Defense Department study of remote microwave mind-influencing
techniques[...]
It appears from Schnabel's well-documented investigations that
Sleeping Beauty is a real, but still classified mind control program.
Schnabel [280] lists Dr. West as an Interview Source and says that West
was a, “Member of medical oversight board for Science Applications
International Corp. remote-viewing research in early 1990s.”
― Colin A. Ross, The C.I.A. Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons by American
Psychiatrists
tags: ar!choke, bluebird, dissocia!on, dissocia!ve-iden!ty-disorder, false-memory, false-memorysyndrome, false-memory-syndrome-founda!on, government-abuse, lies, manchurian-candidate, militaryabuse, misinforma!on, mkultra, mul!ple-personality-disorder, sleeping-beauty, sleeping-beauy, supersolider
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“after the matter has cooled off during an extended period of
investigation, to find a scapegoat to blame for unauthorized tampering
with the mails.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
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“Manchurian Candidate work was done under MKULTRA Subproject 136,
which was approved for funding on August 23, 1961.”
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― Colin A. Ross, The CIA Doctors: Human Rights Viola!ons By American
Psychiatrists
0 likes

“The most chronic and complex of the dissociative disorders, multiple
personality disorder, was renamed multiple personality disorder, was
renamed 'dissociative identity disorder' in 1994 in DSM-IV (American
Psychiatric Association). The rationale for the name change, was among
other things, to clarify that there are not literally separate personalities
in a person with dissociative identity disorder; 'personalities' was a
historical term for the fragmented identity states that characterize the
condition.”
― Colin A. Ross, Evolving Psychosis: Diﬀerent Stages, Diﬀerent Treatments
tags: dissocia!on, dissocia!ve-disorders, dissocia!ve-iden!ty-disorder, mul!ple-personality-disorder,
psychiatry, psychology
0 likes
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